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End User License Agreement

PLEASE READ THIS AGREEMENT CAREFULLY.

12. LEGAL FEES.

If any legal action or proceeding is brought for the enforcement of this Agreement or arises from the alleged breach, dispute, default or misrepresentation in 
connection with any of the provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing party or parties shall be entitled to recover reasonable legal fees and other costs incurred as a 
result of such legal action or proceeding.

13. WAIVER.

No failure to enforce any term of this Agreement shall constitute a waiver of such term in the future unless such waiver so provides by its terms.

14. ASSIGNMENT. 

Neither this Agreement nor any of the User's rights or obligations hereunder may be assigned by the User in whole or in part without the prior written approval of the 
Company. Any other attempted assignment shall be null and void.

15. SEVERABILITY. 

If any part of this Agreement is for any reason found to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this 
Agreement shall not be affected and same shall remain in effect.

THIS END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT ("AGREEMENT") IS BETWEEN HFL RISK SERVICES LIMITED (THE "COMPANY") AND THE PERSON WHO OPENS THIS PACKAGE 
OR USES THE SOFTWARE WHICH ACCOMPANIES THIS AGREEMENT (THE "USER"). THIS AGREEMENT GIVES A USER THE RIGHT TO ACCESS AND USE THE 
COMPANY'S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ("PRODUCTS") PURCHASED FROM THE COMPANY, ITS RESELLERS OR AGENTS PURSUANT TO A PURCHASE AGREEMENT, 
CONTRACT, SALES ORDER, INVOICE OR SIMILAR DOCUMENT ("PURCHASE CONTRACT"). THE COMPANY IS WILLING TO GRANT A USER THE RIGHT TO ACCESS AND 
USE THE COMPANY'S PRODUCTS ONLY IF THE USER ACCEPTS ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND PAYS OR HAS PAID THE COMPANY, ITS RESELLERS OR 
AGENTS, THE FULL PURCHASE PRICE (TO INCLUDE ALL APPLICABLE TAXES AND FEES) FOR USE OF THE LICENSE TO THE PRODUCTS PURCHASED.

THE USER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT USER HAS READ THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTANDS IT, AND AGREES TO BE BOUND BY IT. IF THE USER DOES NOT AGREE TO ALL 
OF THE TERMS IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE USER SHOULD NOT ACCESS OR OTHERWISE UTILIZE THE PRODUCTS BECAUSE NO LICENSE SHALL HAVE BEEN GRANTED 
THERETO.

1. LICENSE. 

In consideration of the payment of the purchase price for the right to use Company's Products, and the User's adherence to all provisions of this Agreement, the 
Company grants the User a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable license to access and use the Company's Products covered hereunder for the sole purpose of 
accessing and/or completing the associated training purchased under the Purchase Contract.

2. RESTRICTIONS. 

User may not use, copy, modify, or transfer the Products to others, in whole or in part, except as expressly provided in this Agreement. The Products contains trade 
secrets of the Company, and the User may not reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or translate the Products, or otherwise attempt to derive its source code or 
the source code through which the Products is accessed, or authorize any third-party to do any of the foregoing. The license granted hereunder is personal to the 
User, and any attempt by the User to transfer any of the rights, duties or obligations hereunder shall terminate this Agreement and be void. The User may not rent, 
lease, loan, resell, or distribute the Products or any part thereof in any way including, but not limited to, making the Products available to others via shared access to 
a single computer, a computer network, or by sharing access information, which includes the User's Username and Password.

3. OWNERSHIP. 

The Company's Products are the property of the Company and its licensor(s), if any, and subject to applicable patent, copyright, trade secrets, trademarks and other 
proprietary rights. The Products are licensed, not sold, to the User for use only under the terms of this Agreement, and the Company reserves all rights not expressly 
granted to the User.

10. EXPORT LAW.

The Company's Products are subject to U.K. export control laws and may be subject to export or import regulations in other countries. Unless in compliance with 
applicable law and specifically authorized in writing by the Company prior to any Product access, the User shall not export the Products under any circumstances 
whatsoever. In any case, the User will indemnify and hold the Company harmless from any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, fines, penalties, costs and 
expenses (including reasonable legal fees) arising from, or relating to, any breach by the User of the User's obligations under this section.

11. GOVERNING LAW, JURISDICTION AND VENUE.

This Agreement shall for all purposes be governed by English law and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

16. COMPLETE AGREEMENT.

This Agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of the agreement between the Company and the User with respect to its subject matter, and supersedes and 
voids any proposal or prior agreement, oral or written, and any other communications between the parties in relation to its subject matter. No waiver, alteration or 
modification of this Agreement shall be valid unless made in writing and signed by a corporate officer of the Company.

4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

The Customer will keep the Company indemnified in full against all liability, loss, damage, injury, claim, action, demand, expense or proceeding in respect of any 
infringement or alleged infringement of any IPR resulting from any use by the Company of the Customers Property or any compliance by the Company with the 
Customer's instructions, whether express or implied.

The IPR in all works owned by the Company prior to the date of the Contract ("Existing IPR") will remain vested in the Company. The IPR in all Works provided by the 
Company pursuant to this Contract will also remain vested in the Company.

Provided that the Customer is not in default of any payment obligation arising under the Contract, the Company grants to the Customer a non-exclusive, royalty free 
licence to make use of such IPR for the purposes envisaged in the Contract.

Where the Works are not manufactured or performed by the Company the Company gives no assurance or guarantee that the use or sale of the Works will not 
infringe any third party intellectual property rights.

5. TERMINATION. 

This Agreement will terminate immediately if the User breaches any term of this Agreement. Further, in the event of a termination or expiration of any agreement 
between the Company and a third-party content provider or licensor of all or a part of the Products, the User's right to access and use the Products may also 
terminate or expire without prior notice to User. A User may terminate this Agreement at any time by notifying the Company in writing. Upon receipt of notice of 
termination from the User, the license and the User's access to the Products shall cease. Upon termination, any refund to which the User may be entitled shall be 
determined in accordance with the terms of the applicable Purchase Contract.

6. CONTENT MAINTAINED BY THE COMPANY.

User acknowledges and understands that: (a) the Company may, from time to time, elect to update the Products, but the Company does not warrant or guarantee 
that any Products or other information accessed through the Company's website(s) will be updated at any time during the term of this Agreement; and (b) the 
Company does not recommend, warrant or guarantee the use or performance of any third-party product or service described in the Products or elsewhere in the 
Company's website(s), nor is the Company responsible for malfunction of such products or services due to errors in the Products, the User's negligence or otherwise. 
User agrees to seek additional information on any third-party product or service from the respective third party. The User covenants that it will use the Products only 
as a reference and study aid, and acknowledge that the Products are not intended to be used as a substitute for the exercise of professional judgement.

8. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN, THE COMPANY'S PRODUCTS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE COMPANY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. 
THE COMPANY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF ANY KIND, FOR THE PRODUCTS AND ANY OTHER MATERIAL PROVIDED TO USER 
BY THE COMPANY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-
INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. THE COMPANY DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE PRODUCTS ARE ERROR-FREE, THAT THEIR OPERATION WILL BE 
UNINTERRUPTED, OR THAT PRODUCTS WILL MEET ANY PARTICULAR USER REQUIREMENTS. WITHOUT LIMITING THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, THE 
COMPANY MAKES NO WARRANTY, AND PROVIDES NO ASSURANCE, THAT THE PRODUCTS WILL MEET CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS OF ANY REGULATORY 
AUTHORITY OR OTHER ASSOCIATION LICENSING AGENCY, WITHIN OR OUTSIDE OF THE UK.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

Except as specifically provided herein, neither the Company, its affiliates, resellers, agents, or licensors, if any, shall be liable for any claim, demand or action arising 
out of, or relating to, the User's use of the Products or the Company's performance of (or failure to perform) any obligation under this Agreement or for special, 
incidental or consequential damages, including, without limitation, damages due to lost revenues or profits, business interruption, or other damages caused by User's 
inability to use the Products, even if the Company, its affiliates, resellers, agents, or licensors have been advised of the possibility of such loss or damages, and 
whether or not such loss or damages is or are foreseeable.



BAE SYSTEMS PROPRIETARY

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION ANALYSIS

Hazid System: CA System Title: New Anodise Line (CTF) Original Assessment Date: 03/02/2022 & 14/02/2022

Revision Date:

Revision: 0

Brief System Description: Attendees:
T Stableford (Mtce)

References: S Coombes (Production)
M Charnley (Facilities)

18 November 2014 A Parsonage (SHE)
L Hollin (SHE)

41963 0 J Willis (Koch)
S Cartmel (Koch)
P Harley (HAZID Leader 
        -Portman Risk Ltd)

SYSTEM: New Anodise Line (CTF)

Scenario Definition Raw Risk Prevention, Control & Mitigation Safeguards Residual Risk Recordings
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None identified 1. Draeger gas detectors may 
pick up higher  levels of vapour
2. High level detection may be 
triggered by rise in level and 
raise alarm (automatic 
isolations will not remove the 
hazard)

1. Overflow to Bund
2. Splash guards and physical 
barriers around tanks on front 
of line. Distance guarding on 
rear.
3. Lids on all chemical tanks 
may limit splashing    
4. Gaps in side cheeks etc will 
be as small as practical                            
5. LEV for removal of 
additional fumes

1. Maintenance have 
procedures for generating 
process risk assessments for 
access beyond guards and 
isolating air if this is the issue.
2. PPE for maintenance and 
operators when potential for 
splashing is possible.
3. Chemical & Emergency 
awareness training
4. Trained operators
5. Spill kits  available   

1. Blower relief valve to be on PPM
2. Consider the benefits of alternative 
methods of controlling pressure to 
minimise wasted air /energy (e.g. 
pressure sensor and VSD). Relief 
valve is likely to still be needed as 
ultimate protection. 0

CA 1 Overpressure Mechanical 
failure

Blockage of relief valve on 
Blower air for air sparges.

Note: The system operates 
with two blowers on a 
common manifold to all 
tanks. The system normally 
vents excess air via the 
relief valve.

Increased flow to tanks which increases the 
effective volume of the tank contents - 
potential for splashing and injury of operator 
from tank contents (acids)

Pipework suitable for maximum 
fan pressure

None identified 1. Pressure relief on blower 
line
2. Overload on electrical 
supply to motor

None Identified 1. Confirm blowers have over 
temperature protection.
2. Blower relief valve to be on PPM

0

CA 2 Overpressure Human error Valves closed in Blower air  
line

Low air pressure reduces agitation in the 
tanks. Quality issue -  no significant safety 
hazard.

Back pressure on blowers - blower damage    

Note: If air agitators are isolated on other 
tanks, this will increase the air vented via the 
relief valve rather than significantly increasing 
the air pressure at other tanks.  

1. Maximum pressure of 
blower is below the maximum 
pressure rating of the pipework

None identified 1. Pressure relief on blower 
line

None Identified 1. Consider if it is practical to arrange 
the holes in the sparge pipes at 45 
degrees facing down to avoid chemical 
build-up

0

CA 3 Overpressure Mechanical 
failure

Blockage in Blower air line 
due to chemical build-up , 
corrosion, foreign objects 
etc leading to failure of the 
pipe within the tank due to 
overpressure.

 Leads to more air into the tank in a similar 
way to blockage of the relief valve

0

CA 4 Overpressure Human error Maintenance error with fan 
wired up backwards sucking 
liquid up the air line from 
tank.   

Expect reduced performance of fan rather 
than vacuum - no significant safety hazard 

0

CA 5 Overpressure Mechanical 
failure

Filter unit return goes  to 
bottom of tank and has an 
eductor to mix tank contents 
- eductor falls off due to 
corrosion, impact , etc .       

Quality issue -  no significant safety hazard 

1. Maximum pump pressure is 
below the maximum pressure 
rating of the pipework and 
fittings.

None identified 1. Pipework containing 
corrosives is double skinned

None Identified 1. For each chemical filtration system, 
consider screening around safety 
critical leak points on corrosive 
chemicals to prevent splashing outside 
the bund and/or flange covers to 
prevent sprays. 

0

CA 6 Overpressure Mechanical 
failure

Filter unit return line goes  to 
bottom of tank and has an 
eductor to mix tank contents 
- blocked. 
OR
Hand valve shut after pump.

Filter system pressure increases.   Pipe splits 
or filter lid seal passes. Corrosive sprayed 
onto nearby personnel

1. Independent High 
temperature alarms will close 
valve to heating coil.                                    
2. Auto demin top up on tanks 
to replace any drop in level due 
to evaporation.

1. Tanks are fitted with lids & 
lip extraction so fume emission 
is reduced

1. Check that low level shuts off hot 
water supply. 

0

CA 8 Over 
Temperature

Mechanical 
failure

Chemical Tanks is heated 
from a hot water coil fitted 
to the tank. LPHW 

60ºC hot water cannot boil tank

Unmanned operation saturday

No Significant Safety Hazards Identified

Not applicable 1. Independent High 
temperature alarms will close 
valve to heating coil.                                    
2. Auto demin top up on tanks 
to replace any drop in level due 
to evaporation.
3. Draeger gas detectors may 
pick up higher  levels of vapour

1. Tanks are fitted with lids & 
lip extraction so fume emission 
is reduced

Not applicable 1. Check that low level shuts off steam 
supply. 

0

CA 9 Over 
Temperature

Mechanical 
failure

Tank 23  is heated from a 
steam coil fitted into the 
tank. 

Failure of temperature control system leads 
to boiling of the tank and increased emission 
of toxic/ corrosive fumes

1. Heating coils located to 
avoid contact with the flight bar 
/ components
2. Pipework is of suitable 
material for solution

1. Tank inspections include 
condition of heating coils

1. Check that low level shuts off hot 
water supply. 

0

CA 10 Over 
Temperature

Corrosion / 
mechanical 

failure

Tank 23  is heated from a 
steam coil fitted into the 
tank. 

Failure of the pipework allows the tank 
chemical to enter the steam pipework (during 
temperature control cycle negative pressure 
may occur, sucking liquid into the pipe). 
Chemicals then damage the steam system. 
No Significant Safety Hazards Identified

1. Temperature probes shut 
down and provides alarm on 
operator panel

No further actions identified

0

CA 11 Over 
Temperature

Mechanical 
failure

Electric Dryer overheats Waste of energy only 
No Significant Safety Hazards Identified

1. Chemical Tanks fitted with 
overflows direct to bund which 
are positioned below the level 
of lip extraction to limit 
potential for liquid to enter LEV 
and not over edges of tank in 
uncontrolled fashion

1. independent high high level 
monitoring & alarm on chemical 
tanks (local / HMI  audible and 
visual alarm and bund alarm at 
gate office).                           
2. High high level will shut 
down the water to the whole 
line
3. Audible alarm fed from Level 
monitoring in the bund and 
relayed to Gatehouse                
4. Draeger gas detection and 
alarm      

1. Bunds
2. Manual isolation valves  
3. Penstock to isolate outfall to 
WTWW             

1. Minimum duration of manual 
interventions
2. Level instruments on PPM
3. Emergency procedures
4. Trained operators
5. Spill procedures and kits

1. Koch - Add ICV what is ICV ??? to 
main DI supply and close on HH on any 
tank

0

CA 12 Overfilling Human error Overfilling of  tanks  due to 
incorrect manual charging of 
water

Loss of up to 16,000 litres of Toxic, DTE, 
Very Toxic or corrosives from Process tanks 
but being contained within the bund. May be 
release of toxic vapours.  If does run out of 
bund may leave site and go to Blackburn 
WWTW and ultimately river

OP000103-32-001A  New Anodise P&ID
Examples from New PFD Line:
NHE 13-143-040   LPHW system example
13-143-032C - Scrubbers
13-143-015B - Safetainers
13-143-002B - Dosing
KOCH Anodisation Line Outline Design 
Review (13/01/2022)

On the New Anodise Line, Aluminium & Titanium Components are processed.  The line consists of 28 stages. Components are loaded onto the flight bar (three transporters) 
, then automatically transferred to the relevant tanks based on a recipe. 

The following information is provided below the HAZID:

Block Flow of the Line - Showing an idealised process as an overview
Process Steps - Showing the typical processes that may be selected
Tank Chart - Showing the chemicals in each tank
Tank Summary Table - Showing the equipment and processes relating to each tank
Chemical details / Incompatibilities
Sketch of study tank

All tanks bunded to  >110% or 25% of the total tanks contents with acid / alkali segregation (can mix if very large volume).  Level alarms on bund sumps which initiate 
evacuation and relayed to the gatehouse.  All chemical tanks have an overflow into bund (rinse tanks have a weir to drain).

LEV is fitted to all chemical tanks, that passes off gases into a packed column water scrubber with release to atmosphere. When the transporter is over an open tank, a basic 
seal is formed between the transporter and the tank. LEV is fitted to the transporter which vents directly to atmosphere outside the building at height. Draeger system detects 
HF & Nitric acid vapour releases along the front and back of the line.

HAZID is selected as a suitable risk assessment process as it is the site standard and considered proportionate to the complexity of the relatively simple process. The HAZID 
is focused on scenarios where significant harm to people or the environment may occur due to process safety risks (COMAH hazards). It is not intended to be an exhaustive 
list of all risks (e.g. personal safety, quality). Where these were discussed, they were recorded by the project team for discussion elsewhere.

HAZID Process:
The tanks are designed to be very similar, using a modular approach. The process in each tank is specified and the technical requirements are identified (e.g. heating , 
cooling, filtration, aeration).  See 'Tank Summary Table'. On this basis, it was agreed that a 'representative worst case' tank would be assessed in detail and then any 
significant variations considered. This is possible as the modular parts of each tank are built to the same standard. Based on the Tank Summary Table, Tank 9 was chosen 
as the basis for the assessment. A similar approach was adopted for the New PFD Line HAZID.  The representative tank has:

16m3 tank constructed from stainless steel, PP or PVDF as appropriate to the chemicals
Close fitting lids which are PLC controlled
Lip extract on both long sides to a caustic scrubber
Heating coil using Low Pressure Hot Water (60'C)
Cooling coil from chiller unit
Air agitation fed from common main
Filtration pump and filter with eductor on end of return line to provide mixing
Bulk fill by Veolia bringing IBCs , pump and hoses to the line. Pump from IBC to tank via Blister. Rinse through pipes with water when complete
Bulk Drain by Veolia bringing vac tanker and hoses. Hose dipped into tank via blister (tank internal floor designed to fall towards blister side) and 

connected to waste line. Vacuum tanker removes contents. 
When tank is drained and rinsed, waste line is flushed its full length.
Automatic Demin water top up from common main
Manual Demin water top up from common main
No penetrations in the chemical tanks below liquid surface (with the potential exception of station 23)
Overflow to bund
Air agetated Safetainer for dosing
Vent line from safetainer into head space of tank
Dosing pump draws liquid from safetainer and transfers to tank where it enters via an open ended pipe above the liquid level.
Radar level detection which turns on DI for automatic top up and turns it off again at high level. This device also alarms on HH or LL and stops additions 

and heating / cooling.
High level Sensor  which alarms on HMI and isolates auto demin, demin main supply, LPHW (and steam on tank 23)
Two temperature sensors for control of the process
Additional temperature sensor for HH temperature which alarms on HMI and isolates LPHW (and steam on tank 23)
Assume chemical is Hydrofluoric Acid as worst case

Notes:  Where a line is 'greyed out', this indicates that there are no significant safety / environmental hazards identified or the hazard is considered elsewhere in the HAZID. 
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1. Chemical Tanks fitted with 
overflows direct to bund which 
are positioned below the level 
of lip extraction to limit 
potential for liquid to enter LEV

1. independent high high level 
monitoring & alarm on chemical 
tanks (local / HMI  audible and 
visual alarm and bund alarm at 
gate office).                           
2. High high level will shut 
down the water to the whole 
line
3. Audible alarm fed from Level 
monitoring in the bund and 
relayed to Gatehouse                
4. Draeger gas detection and 
alarm               
5. Timers on valves  (if no high 
level in precicted time, shuts 
valve)      
6. When valve opens, software 
checks valve is shut after a pre-
determined time to reduce 
demand on HHL (significant 
delays if triggered)

1. Bund/trenching
2.  Manual isolation valves
3. Penstock to isolate outfall to 
WTWW

1. Level instruments on PPM
2. SOPs
3. Trained operators
4. Spill procedures and kits

1. Koch - Confirm alarms specified in 
Control Systems column are installed
2. Koch - Confirm that  Bund alarm and 
Drager alarm  shut off water to the line

0

CA 13 Overfilling Mechanical 
failure

Overfilling of tanks  due to 
incorrect auto demin water 
charging - failure of level 
system  (e.g. solenoid fail, 
radar fail, partial close)

Loss of up to 16,000 litres of Toxic, DTE, 
Very Toxic or corrosives from Process tanks  
but being contained within the bund. May be 
release of toxic vapours. If does run out of 
bund may leave site and go to Blackburn 
WWTW and ultimately river

1. Water pipework routed 
down aisles to limit potential.   
2. Lids may prevent ingress
3. Perspex screening may 
deflect water away from tanks.
4. No fire sprinklers etc in the 
building

1. High  and independent high 
high level monitoring & alarm 
on chemical tanks (local 
audible and visual alarm)
2. Audible alarm fed from Level 
monitoring in the bund.  Bund 
alarm sends a signal to 
security and activates the 
evacuation alarm
3. Draeger gas detectors

1. Bund
2.  Manual isolation valves 
available but significant delay 
as need to contact Emcor

1. Trained operators
2. Spill procedures and kits

1. Survey liquid lines above the tanks 
and consider if it is practical to provide 
an isolation valves which are easily 
accessed without need to call Emcor 

0

CA 14 Overfilling Mechanical 
failure

Burst water main above the 
tanks sprays into chemical 
tank and overflows to bund

Loss of up to 16,000 litres of Toxic, DTE, 
Very Toxic or corrosives from Process tanks   
but being contained within the bund. May be 
release of toxic vapours.  If does run out of 
bund may leave site and go to Blackburn 
WWTW and ultimately river

1. Chemical Tanks fitted with 
overflows direct to bund which 
are positioned below the level 
of lip extraction to limit 
potential for liquid to enter LEV

1. High  and independent high 
high level monitoring & alarm 
on chemical tanks (local 
audible and visual alarm)  
Instruments cross check each 
other                                                  
2. Solenoid cut off device to 
inlet valves on all tanks on high 
level. High high level will shut 
down the whole line
3. Audible alarm fed from Level 
monitoring in the bund Bund 
alarm sends a signal to 
security and activates the 
evacuation alarm

1. Bund
2  Manual isolation valves
3. More likely to leak than 
rupture causing a slow overfill
4. Penstock to isolate outfall to 
WTWW

1. Trained operators
2. Heating coil condition is part 
of tank inspection
3. Spill procedures and kits

1. Confirm if the HHL shuts off the 
water to the heating coil (not on P&ID)

0

CA 15 Overfilling Mechanical 
failure

Burst hot water coil runs into   
tank and overflows

Loss of up to 16,000 litres of Toxic, DTE, 
Very Toxic or corrosives from Process tanks 
but being contained within the bund. May be 
release of toxic vapours

1. Materials of construction are 
compatible and certified. 
minimium welds and certified                                         
2. No penetrations in chemical 
tanks
3. Significant excess material 
thickness to compensate for 
corrosion/erosion

1. High level bund alarm 
relayed to gatehouse and 
evacuation alarm sounded
 Low level in tank

1. Bund/trenching
2. More likely to leak than 
rupture 
3. All tanks designed for 
specific chemicals used in that 
tank
4. Penstock to isolate outfall to 
WTWW

1. Routine visual internal tank 
inspection 
2.. Emergency Spillage 
Procedure
3.. All personnel building tanks 
are coded welders
4.. NDT of welds on build

1. Consider tank checks on 'good to 
go' sheets for leaks down outside of 
tank./ dry bund                                                     
2. Confirm Level sensors on PPM

0

CA 16 Loss of 
Containment

Catastrophic 
failure

Line Tanks containing up to 
16,000l of process materials 
losing their contents to the 
bund

Loss of up to 16,000l DTE, Toxic, very toxic & 
corrosives into the bund which overtops and 
runs  across the floor with the bulk of it 
contained within the bund  & the building.  If 
does run out of bund may leave site and go to 
Blackburn WWTW and ultimately river

1. Steel tanks are made from 
10mm steel (only needed to be 
6mm).                                             
2. Building located in low 
earthquake / flood area. 
Airfield now closed. Not a likely 
terrorism target 

1. Secure site & building 
security 

1. Concrete floors
2. Penstock to isolate outfall to 
WTWW

1. Emergency response plan No further actions identified

0

CA 17 Loss of 
Containment

Major incident Building collapse due to 
natural disaster or major 
incident,  Aircraft crash 
major act of terrorism 

catastophic failure of mechanical intergity of 
tank structure loss of multiple 16,000 litres 
tanks of chemistry onto concrete floor.  If 
does run out of bund may leave site and go to 
Blackburn WWTW and ultimately river

1. Steel tanks are made from 
10mm steel (only needed to be 
6mm)

1. Bund alarms would evacuate 
people and notify gatehouse to 
respond.  
2. Draeger gas detector in 
bund are likely to raise alarm.

1. Bunds would be expected to 
contain a significant proportion 
of the material.                          
2. Concrete floors
3. Floors painted with chemical 
resistant coating
4. Penstock to isolate outfall to 
WTWW

1. Spill procedures and kits
2. Trained operators                                                  
3. Plastic tanks designed and 
manufactured to BS EN 12573   
BSEN 13067                               
4. Steel Tanks manufactured in 
line with BS EN 1993-4-
2:2007(Eurocode 3)                             
5. Tanks routinely checked for 
leaks and repaired as needed. 
6. Tanks have inspection 
schedule

No further actions identified

0

CA 18 Loss of 
Containment

Design catastophic failure of 
mechanical intergity of tank 
structure causing over spill 
of bund

Spillage onto existing concrete floor.  
Potential operator injury  
Chemical damage to floor coating.  If does 
run out of bund may leave site and go to 
Blackburn WWTW and ultimately river

1. Tanks are made from 10mm 
steel (only needed to be 6mm)

1. Bund alarms would evacuate 
people and notify gatehouse to 
respond.    
2. Draeger gas detector in 
bund are likely to raise alarm.

1. Bunds would be expected to 
contain a significant proportion 
of the material.                          
2. Concrete floors
3. Floors painted with chemical 
resistant coating

1. Spill procedures and kits
2. Trained operators                                                  
3. Plastic tanks designed and 
manufactured to BS EN 12573   
BSEN 13067                               
4. Steel Tanks manufactured in 
line with BS EN 1993-4-
2:2007(Eurocode 3)                                     
5. Tanks routinely checked for 
leaks and repaired as needed.
 6. Tanks have inspection 
schedule

No further actions identified

0

CA 19 Loss of 
Containment

Design Localised failure of 
mechanical intergity of tank 
structure causing jetting 
(e.g. 0.5" hole)

Spillage onto existing concrete floor.  
Potential operator injury  
Chemical damage to floor coating

1. Safetainers have pin 
arrangement to prevent wrong 
safetainer connection

1. Bund alarms may trigger if 
mixing leads to overflow.                                                     
2. Draegers may alert operator 
to a problem.                             
3. HHL alarm may alert 
operator to a problem. 

1. Tanks are fitted with lids & 
lip extraction so fume emission 
is reduced
2. Bund to contain any 
overflow.

1. SOPs and Trained 
operators                
2. Clear labelling of safetainers 
and systems to minimise error.  
3. 2 people used for Safetainer 
changeover - 4 eye check of 
correct container.   
4. Veolia have procedure to 
confirm correct chemical for 
tank.
5. Emergency procedures                                                                  

1. Implement a clear procedure for the 
addition of chemicals to tanks from 
safetainers. This should minimise the 
risk of the incorrect chemical being 
added to a tank
2. Implement a clear procedure for the 
bulk addition of chemicals to tanks 
from IBCs (Veolia). This should 
minimise the risk of the incorrect 
chemical being added to a tank and 
should include a clear transfer of 
resposnsibility from BAE (e.g. PTW) 
and suitable checks that the correct 
chemicals are used.
3. Review the training / authorisation 
arrangements for personnel involved in 
these transfers (Safety Critical Tasks)
4. Complete human factors review of 
the tank filling / safetainer changeover  
procedures to minimise the potential 
for mixing incompatible chemicals

0

CA 20 Abnormal 
Chemcial 
Reaction

Design Mixing of caustic and acid 
chemistry in a tank

Release toxic gas caused by reaction from 
incompatible chemicals 

1. Other materials that may 
react with the chemicals are 
not present in the building

1. MEST to confirm that by placing any 
combination of metal component into 
any tank, that no violent or significant 
adverse chemcial reaction is expected 
to occur. If such a hazard is identified, 
the HAZID will need to be updated 
accordingly

0

CA 21 Abnormal 
Chemcial 
Reaction

Human error Wrong type of metal put into 
an incompatible tank causing 
a chemical reaction

The assessment team do not anticipate a 
violent or significant adverse chemcial 
reaction - Quality affect only.

1. Tank materials are 
compatible with the chemicals 
at expected concentrations. 
The presence  of higher 
concentrations is expected to 
have no significant short term 
effect (<24hrs) 
2. Higher concentrations are 
not used on site and so there 
would need to be a failure at 
the supplier (e.g. wrong 
material in container)

1. Draeger gas detectors may 
pick up higher  levels of vapour

1. Tanks are fitted with lids & 
lip extraction so fume emission 
is reduced
2. Bund to contain any 
overflow.

1. SOP and trained people 
including 4-eye check of 
chemicals
2. Incident investigation and 
subsequent tank inspection.
3. Routine chemical analysis by 
MEST etc would be expected 
to identify any such gross error 
within a very short period (<24 
hrs)

1. Koch to confirm that tanks can take 
the undiluted concentration of each 
chemical (i.e. no water added) - Initial 
feedback is that >20% Nitric Acid at 
>20'C is detrimental to PVDF used on 
stages 11 & 12. 
2. Koch to consider the effect of 
adding higher conncentrations (e.g. 
due to wrong delivery) and to confirm 
that this would not be expected to lead 
to failure of the tanks in the short term 
(e.g. 24 hrs in which time it would be 
expected that QC testing would 
highlight the issue and corrective action 
could be taken to dilute to an 
acceptable level). Damage to the tank 
is considered acceptable in this 
scenario but a breach of containment 
would not be acceptable)
3. Consider how to record this 
knowledge for future use - e.g. include 
it in the descriptive part of the training 
packages / procedures)
4. Review the tank bulk filling 
procedure to ensure that water is 
always added before the chemical is 
added.

0

CA 22 Loss of 
containment

Human error Concentration of chemical 
too high

For the majority of chemicals this will only be 
a quality issue. For the toxic materials, 
additional fumes may be generated 
(increased concentration). For corrosive 
materials, the integrity of the tank may be 
affected over an exteneded period of time. 

No further actions identified

0

CA 23 Loss of 
containment

Instrument 
failure

Instrumentation fails or gives 
a false reading (e.g. level 
probe, temperature probe, 
pH probe) 

Potential for overfill of tank, high temperature 
in tank, etc.  These scenarios are already 
covered in this HAZID.     

1. PLCs will generally fail to 
operate if there is a problem. 
PLC has self check process.

1. Commissioning checks 1. Koch to confirm  what diagnostics 
are available on the PLC to identify any 
issues with internal failure of the 
system (there are PLC start up checks 
but rarely restarted) 0

CA 24 Misc Instrument 
failure

Control system (PLC) fails 
or becomes corrupt leading 
to unexpected actions

Potential for overfill of tank, high temperature 
in tank, wrong parts in tanks, wrong 
sequencing etc.  These scenarios are already 
covered in this HAZID.

1. Tank dimensions limit the 
potential for oversize 
components
2. Possibility of a large volume 
component is considered very 
low as not present in the 
building.

1. Transporter may recognise 
overload if large volume 
components are added

1. Lip extraction provided (lids 
open when component enters 
the solution)
2. Plastic shielding prevent 
splashing etc
3. Transporter extraction (not 
scrubbed)
4. Bund

1. Overflow is checked as 
being clear as part of the tank 
inspection process
2. Operators may question the 
presence of large volume 
components but may also just 
assume the system is correct.

1. Koch to confirm the maximum 
volume figures and how close it gets to 
the overflow. 
2. If an issue is identified with potential 
overflow related to component size, 
consider if there is a need for some 
type of 'volume check' as part of the 
software checks at the beginning of a 
sequence..
3. Transporter operations to stop if 
HHL detected in the tank that is in use.

0

CA 25 Misc Human error Overload flight bar with 
large volume component 
exceeds freeboard and 
overfills

Parts are lowered into the tank which then 
overflows into bund. Speed is low enough that 
overflow would be expected to cope with 
flow, but worst case is overfill exiting over the 
top of the tank.

1.Quantities are likely to be 
small due to the nature of the 
components being dipped.
2. Drip trays etc are chemical 
resistant

1. The processes involve rinse 
tanks between dissimilar 
chemicals which is expected to 
reduce any carryover.

1. Lip extraction provided (lids 
open when component enters 
the solution)
2. Plastic shielding prevent 
splashing etc
3. Transporter extraction (not 
scrubbed)

None identified No further actions identified

0

CA 26 Misc Design Chemical carry over on 
components between tanks

Transfer of acid/ alkali into a tank which 
contains the opposite material. This is a well 
understood issue on the site. Quantities are 
likely to be small due to the nature of the 
components being dipped.(Typically less than 
1 litre, possible for upto 10 litres) . Worst 
case   = Maximum area = 32m2 with max of 1 
litre per m2 = 32 litres

None identified 1. Building fire alarm that 
activates roof & wall vents & 
evacuates the building

1. Smoke detection
2. Heat detectors
3. Bund will hold 4 full tanks of 
chemicals but would then 
overflow via surface water 
drains to  Penstock on drains 
from site to Blackburn WWTW

1. Emergency response times 
of 20mins for LFRS.
2. 4 hr Out of hours patrols
3. Good housekeeping 
4. On site BAE fire team audits
5. Fire risk assessments
6. Vibration monitoring
7. PAT testing

No further actions identified

0

CA 27 Misc Other Building fire elsewhere 
spreading to the line

Tanks containing chemicals which could boil 
dry & decompose due to the heat from the 
fire forming a toxic gas. Unlikley to cause an 
explosion as no combustible materials near by 
/ already consumed by fire. Hazard will be 
obvious due to large fire meaning non 
emergency personnel not expected to be 
preswent. Fire water run off may be 
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7. PAT testing
8.Fire awareness training of 
staff
9. Fire fighting strategy unlikely 
to involve large volumes of 
water directly on the line to 
minimise FWRO

0
preswent. Fire water run off may be 
contaminated with chemicals.  Potential for 
multiple plastic tanks to fail in short period (7 
tanks are plastic with a total bund capacity of 
4.4 tanks)

g 1. PLC and instrumentation are 
designed to fail safe.
2. Independant high level 
alarms warn of overfill
3. Chemical alarm will initiate 
evacuation   

1. Segregated bunding will 
allow time to respond and for 
evacuation before material mix
2. Penstock on site drains to 
prevent run off to the rivers.

1. Manual isolations available
2. Emergency procedures
3. Veolia only do one transfer 
at once (one controlling mind)

No further actions identified

0

CA 28 Loss of 
containment

Human error Two incompatible tanks 
overflowing at the same 

This scenario would require two simultaneous 
failures to occur (e.g. sabotage, PLC fail to 
danger on two separate tanks).  Gases from 
the mixture would enter the building.  (OR 
plastic tank fails and corrodes SS tank next to 
it)

0

CA 29 Misc Other DFM 4 hazards In the first HAZID session, the properties of 
DFM 4 were unknown. Since the initial HAZID, 
it has been confirmed that DFM4 is now 
known as Desoprep 1002 ( made up from the 
concentrate RW-7255). RW-7255 is an 
alakline liquid which means that it is similar to 
the other alkaline materials and may produce 
hazardous decomposition compounds.  No 
significant additional hazard when 
compared to the other alkaline materials 

0

CA 30 Low 
Temperature

Mechanical 
failure

Low temperature leading to 
crystallisation 

Loss of heating leading to tank cooling to 
ambient temperature - 
No Significant Safety Hazards Identified

0

CA 31 Loss of utilities DI Water Loss of utilities - DI Water No DI water = low level in tanks or not 
spraying or not rinsing = Quality apart from 
potential for increased  carryover to an 
incompatible tank etc - See high concentration

0

CA 32 Loss of utilities Air agitators Loss of utilities - Air 
agitators

Loss of agitator may lead to incomplete 
mixing within the tank. In extreme cases, 
potential for pockets of higher concentration 
material - See high concentration

0

CA 33 Loss of utilities LPHW / Steam Loss of utilities - LPHW / 
Steam

Quality only 
No Significant Safety Hazards Identified

1. Instrumentation, valves, etc 
designed to be 'fail to safe' 
condition'

1. Alarm on PLC HMI if air 
supply  pressure is below 
target value
2. Sensors on tank lids confirm 
open closed and prevent 
transporter movement if not 
correct

1. Bund
2. Overflow to bund

1. Koch - Consider pros/cons of 
electric / air actuators on lids of tanks

0

CA 34 Loss of utilities Instrument / 
compressed air

Loss of utilities - Instrument 
/ compressed air

Bubbler in safetainer would stop = quality 
only. 
Instrumentation giving false readings - See 
Instrumentation failure 
Instruments not closing as commanded by 
PLC etc could lead to overfill by DI water / 
from safetainer, leading to potential overflow 
of tank - See Overfill
Tank lid operation may be compromised if lids 
are opened by pneumatic cylinders - 
 transporter could lower into a closed tank - 
Mechanical damage to lids / transporter

1. Instrumentation, valves, etc 
designed to be 'fail to safe' 
condition

1. UPS to protect any 
maintenance people in a tank / 
on transporter (move a few 
times).
2. UPS to protect PLC 
sequence to aid recovery
3. Scrubber failure (low flow 
alarm) and building evacuation 
alarm have UPS and will be 
triggered immediately

1. Emergency lighting
2. Bund

1. Emergency procedures 1. Koch - Consider pros/cons of 
electric / air actuators on lids of tanks

0

CA 35 Loss of utilities Electricity Loss of utilities - Electricity Assume total blackout. System may have 
tanks open but LEV scrubber goes off with 
potential for toxic gases to enter the building. 
No signifcant loss to the environment 
anticipated.

1. Anodising current is 
monitored by PLC system 
2. High temp sensor turns off 
anodising current if tank is high 
temperature

1. Tanks are fitted with lids & 
lip extraction so fume emission 
is reduced

1. Hock - Confirm High temp sensor 
turns off anodising current if tank is 
high temperature

0

CA 36 High 
Temperature

Mechanical / 
electrical failure

Excess Heat generated and 
not taken away

The excess heat will increase the temperature 
of the tank - See high temp scenario

None identified 1. Anodising current is 
monitored by PLC system 
2. Anodiser will not function 
when lids are open / 
transporter is active in the tank

1. Tanks are fitted with lids & 
lip extraction so fume emission 
is reduced
2. Transporter fitted with 
extraction for the short duration 
it is present above the tank
3. Buildings are very large and 
well ventilated which will aid 
dispersion of any evolved 
gases

1. Maintenance of anodising 
system
2. Emergency procedures

1. Koch - Confirm that Hydrogen levels 
can not reach 25% LEL levels (normal 
and abnormal operation). If this is 
possible, revisit HAZID findings

0

CA 37 Misc Mechanical / 
electrical failure / 

Human error

Anodising process acts like 
electrolysis and produces 
Hydrogen and Oxygen 
(normal and abnormal 
operation)

Anodising process acts like electrolysis and 
produces Hydrogen and Oxygen which 
reaches a concetration where ignition is 
possible. Explosion in head space of tank is 
unlikely as hydrogen rises but may lead to 
rupture of tank. 

1. Anodiser specialist will 
design and  industry standard
2. Transporter support the load 
in two places to prevent 
'swinging' of the load.

1. Any leakage current will trip 
system. e.g. if tank has hole, 
liquid onto nearby metal is 
enough to trip rectifier.   
2. Rectifier ramps up current to 
check no current leakage 
before applying full amps. 
3. All metalwork is earthed
4. Anodiser will not function 
when lids are open / 
transporter is active in the tank 
(PLC control)

None identified 1. Emergency stop buttons on 
line terminate anodising current
2. Operators trained to load 
and secure items to the flight 
bars

1. Koch - Confirm that Emergency stop 
buttons on line terminate anodising 
current
2. Koch - Are there any simple ways to 
prevent contact with the electrodes 
that do not compromise the quality of 
the process? 0

CA 38 Misc Human Error Current transferred to 
transporter / metal parts of 
tank

Equipment made live with potential for fatality. 
No harm to environment anticipated

1. Lip extract gaps are large 
and unlikely to be clogged / 
blocked by buildup or 
corrosion.

1. Scrubber not running alarm 
sets fire alarm off if stopped 
(evacuation of the building)
2. Multiple pressure and flow 
sensors which also sound  fire 
alarm                  
3. Draegers gas detectors

1. Roof & wall vents open on 
evacuation / fire  alarm 
activation

1. Evacuation procedure
2. Local alarm activation
3. 24/7 security alarm repeat
4. Scheduled inspections of 
scrubber and lip extracts
5 On-site emergency team 
attends within 10 minutes 
(FCP)

1. Confirm that the scrubber flow alarm 
(or similar) has a test schedule to 
prove that it operates as intended.
2. Confirm scrubber flow alarm has 
UPS and activates evacuation in the 
event of power failure 0

CA 39 Loss of 
Containment

Mechanical 
failure

Blocked tank lip extract 
points or scrubber failure 
(including power failure)

Gases into the building from ambient temp 
and some heated deoxidiser, nitric, HF. 
Potential operator injury. No significant harm 
to environment anticipated

None identified 1. Draeger gas detection 1. Roof & wall vents open on 
evacuation / fire  alarm 
activation
2. Failure of seals will slow 
extraction rates but unlikely to 
lead to immediate failure 
before alarm sensors detect  
the failure

1. Evacuation procedure
2. Local alarm activation
3. 24/7 security alarm repeat
4 On-site emergency team 
attends within 10 minutes

1. Include external visual inspection of 
the whole of the extraction system as 
part of other inspections to help 
identify any potential leak points. (e.g. 
external damage, drips, discolouration) 0

CA 40 Loss of 
Containment

Mechanical 
failure

Seals on main scrubber 
ducting fail allowing air in 
and reducing suction to tank 

Gases into the building from ambient temp 
and some heated deoxidiser, nitric, HF. 
Potential operator injury. No significant harm 
to environment anticipated

1. The system is designed for 
this hazard. As the gases will 
be in low concentration vapour 
phase, violent reaction is not 
expected.
2. The extraction system is 
remote to personnel locations
3. Vapours will be extracted by 
the system

1. Draeger gas detection may 
alarm if significant vapours are 
produced

None identified None identified No further actions identified

0

CA 41 Loss of 
Containment

Design Mixing of acidic and alkaline 
vapours 

Incompatible materials mixing to give other 
hazardous substances with the duct work

1. The system is designed for 
this hazard. As the gases will 
be in low concentration vapour 
phase, violent reaction is not 
expected.
2. The extraction system is 
remote to personnel locations.
3. Materials of construction 
selected to be resistant to 
chemicals
4. Main ductwork is inside the 
building which will limit 
condensation of gases until 
they are outside.

1. Draeger gas detection may 
alarm if significant vapours are 
produced

None identified 1.  PPE used for all pipework 
breakins. 
2. Routine maintenance of 
Scrubber system as per 
manufacturers 
recommendations

1. Provide any low points in the 
ductwork  with drains to safe location  
2. Design ductowork so that it has falls 
in appropriate directions to manage 
'condensates'
3. Provide access panels in areas 
where buildup may be a concern to 
allow safe inspection / cleaning  (side / 
top)

0

CA 42 Loss of 
Containment

Design Buildup of condensed 
vapours in scrubber 
pipework

Incompatible materials mixing to give other 
hazardous substances or buildup of a single 
component that may be exposed by 
maintenance. Small LOC within the building 
with limited environmental harm
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1. Safetainer is double skinned 
with no drain valve
2. Safetainers located within 
the line, away from traffic 
movements

None identified 1. Gulley running along the side 
of the line will contain the 
volume of a full safetainer
2. Central location within the 
building

1.  Trained operators / FLT 
drivers
2. Spill kits
3. Emergency Spillage 
Procedure
4. Specific PPE for spillage 
control.
5. Safetainers have a specified 
lifetime before being chnaged
6. Safetainers are inspected 
on each fill

1. Consider the design of the gulley to 
ensure it contains 110% of a 
safetainer. 
2. Provide a sump in the gulley to allow 
easy recovery of spilt material
3. Provide level alarm in the gulley 
sump to indicate that something is 
present and need attnetion (not linked 
to fire alarm)

0

CA 43 Loss of 
Containment

Human error Manual charging & 
movement of liquid additives 
to process tanks - 
impact damage to 
Safetainer  (Double skinned)

Loss of up to 1000 litres of DTE, T, T+, 
corrosives from a plastic container causing a 
loss of the contents to the floor, likely to be 
contained within the centre of the building
Potential operator exposure and injury

1. Safetainers are double 
skinned (not sealed at the top)  
which is expected to contain 
the majority of any release.   

1. Air agitator pressure  3-5psi  
set to as low as possible and 
below burst pressure of 
safetainer.                                 
2. Draeger gas detection

1. Gulley                                    
2. Normally vents back into the 
chemical tank                                                                                                              

1. SOPs
2. Trained operators

1.Consider how the vent on the 
safetainer (from the air agitator) could 
be checked / cleaned to ensure that 
the vent remains clear.                            
2. Confirm that when Safetainers are  
replaced, the associated pipework etc 
is replaced as being at end of life - 5 
years  (previously agreed that 
pipework needs to be changed but 
unclear if this being done).                             
3. Confirm the burst pressure of a 
safetainer 

0

CA 44 Overpressure Substance 
solidifies in vent

Caustic based chemicals 
crystalises in vent of the air 
agitator located in the 
safetainer

Air pressurises safetainer leading to either 
failure of the Safetainer or the fittings.  
Person nearby splashed with HF while not 
wearing PPE.  Single fatality. HF expected to 
be retained near incident

1. Pipework rated to 10 barg 
which is above maximum 
pressure possible from pump                                               
2. Pump can only deliver 30 
litres per hour

1. Inbuilt flow meter stops 
pump if no flow 

1. Bund and gulley                               
2. Pipes are double walled      
3. All joints have spray guards 
4. Draeger may detect and 
alarm

1. Maintenance have 
procedures for generating 
process risk assessments for 
access beyond guards 
2. PPE for maintenance
3. Chemical & Emergency 
awareness training
4. Trained operators
5. Spill kits  available

1. Consider fitting pumps within a clear 
protective cover / box  to minimise 
spray in the event of failure.                          
2. Confirm that when Safetainers are  
replaced, the associated pipework etc 
is replaced as being at end of life - 5 
years  (previously agreed that 
pipework needs to be changed but 
unclear if this being done).   
3. Confirm max pump pressure is less 
than the pressure rating of the 
pipework
4. Consider stopping pump after 1 hr 
to limit total maximum loss
5. Ensure open end of pipe into tank is 
above the level of the overflow to 
remove the potential for syphoning

0

CA 45 Overpressure Fouling or 
Human error

Pipe from Chemical dosing 
pump (e.g. small Grundfoss 
) blocked, resulting in over 
pressure in pipework from 
pump to tank

Rupture of pipework releasing up to 1000 
litres of chemical  - worst case 40% HF  - 
potential fatality

1. Transfers will tend to draw 
air into the safetainer rather 
than force fumes out.
2. Vent is part of the main 
connnection process so 
unlikely to be left off

1. Draeger gas detectors may 
detect any release
2. General room ventilation 
may be sufficient to dilute 
vapours from most chemicals

None Identified 1.SOPs for connecting 
Safetainers
2. Trained operators
3. Safetainer locations are not 
near workstations

No further actions identified

0

CA 46 Loss of 
Containment

Human error Safetainer vent not 
connected 

Fumes from safetainer are localised at the 
safetainer location. May harm person working 
in immediate vicinity. No environmental harm

1. The system uses a double 
diaphragm pump which is 
unlikely to produce adequate 
pressure to rupture lines / 
fittings, but this can not be 
confirmed. - See actions
2. All equipment located below 
the top of the tank and pump is 
inside the tank.

1. Draeger gas detectors may 
detect any release
2. Bund alarms

1. All equipment located within 
the bund                                            
2. Penstock on line to 
Blackburn WWTW                                            
3. Spray guards as for the rest 
of the line

1. PPE - Full acid suit
2. Chemical & Emergency 
awareness training
3. Trained operators
4. Spill kits & drain covers 
available for outside
5. Emergency response and 
HF 'antidote'

1. Confirm if pipework is designed for 
pressure greateter than pump can 
deliver.                                                     
2. Consider providing additional splash 
guarding to protect operator.                    
3. Develop a PPM schedule for the 
acid addition system to include 
maintenance of seals to prevent 
leakage.                                                                  
4. Provide the operator with a risk 
assessment and SOP.

0

CA 47 Overpressure Mechanical 
failure

Chemical leak from the 
filtration system (e.g. pump 
seal, filter case lid, flanges)

Pipeline rupture leading to the loss of 
chemical at low level onto the building floor 
which would be captured in the bund  or it 
may pool & be contained within the building 
with little escaping through the building door 
and entering the SW drain

No further actions identified

0

CA 48 Low pressure / 
low flow

Mechanical 
failure

Lack of mixing / filtration  
e.g. Filter blocked, eductor 
not working effectively

Quality problems only - 

No Significant Safety Hazards Identified

None identified 1. Draeger gas detectors may 
detect any release
2. Bund alarms

1. Drip trays to capture any 
material leaking from the filter 
before it is 'bagged' up.

1. SOP for safe changing of 
filters
2. PPE assuming filter 

1. Can filters be flushed through with 
water before they are removed to 
minimise hazard
2. Assess personal exposure during 
change over and consider if LEV is 
needed or if RPE is suitable.
3. Implement a suitable process and 
equipment to mange a filter change 
safely.

0

CA 49 Misc Maintenance Exposure of chemicals when 
the filter cartridge needs to 
be replaced

Opertor / Technician splashed with chemicals 
or residue left on floor where others may be 
harmed

1. Chemical Tanks fitted with 
overflows direct to bund which 
are positioned below the level 
of lip extraction to limit 
potential for liquid to enter LEV

1. High  and independent high 
high level monitoring & alarm 
on chemical tanks (local 
audible and visual alarm). 
2. Instruments cross check 
each other                                        
3. Solenoid cut off device to 
inlet valves on all tanks on high 
level. High high level will shut 
down the whole line
4. Audible alarm fed from Level 
monitoring in the bund

1. Bund
2  Manual isolation valves
3. More likely to leak than 
rupture causing a slow overfill

1. Trained operators
2. Cooling coil condition is part 
of tank inspection
3. Spill procedures and kits

1. Confirm if the HHL shuts off the 
water to the cooling coil (not on P&ID)

0

CA 50 Overfilling Mechanical 
failure

Burst cooling water coil runs 
into tank and overflows

Loss of up to 16,000 litres of Toxic, DTE, 
Very Toxic or corrosives from Process tanks 
but being contained within the bund. May be 
release of toxic vapours

1. Segregated bunds
2. No drain valves etc on 
chemical tanks

1. Bund sump level alarms 
trigger evacuation
2. Draegers alert operator to a 
problem

1. Bund                                     1. Emergency procedures 
2.Tank inspections    
3. SOPs and trained personnel 
for all chemical transfers                                                                           

No further actions identified

0

CA 51 Loss of 
Containment 

Environmental 
impact

Design Mixing of caustic and acid 
chemistry into bund

Release toxic gas caused by reaction from 
incompatable chemicals 

No further actions identified

0

CA 52 Loss of 
containment

Fire Failure of multiple tanks 
leading to over-topping of 
the bund

See 'Fire' in Tanks Sections

1. Lids on chemical tanks 
would prevent incident if this 
was not the target tank
 2. Transporter height above 
tanks is minimised, limiting 
potential for splashing.                
3. Parts have low cross 
section area the way they are 
mounted, which may reduce 
amount of displaced material

1. Drip trays under transporter 
but not always closed. 
2. Any significantly misaligned 
parts are likely to be dislodged 
by surroudinng equipment 
before reaching chemical tanks 
(e.g. lids open).
3. Slack belt detector may help 
if component makes contact 
with other equipment

1. Tank and walkway sreening    
2. Significant free board to limit 
anount spilled. 
3. Bund  
4. Transporter etc are 
enclosed to limit splash 
potential (sequencing)                             

1. Spill procedures and kits
2. Operators trained to load 
flightbar and check jig is 
correctly fitted.
3. Regular LOLER inspections 
of transporter
4. Belts are routinely replaced 
every 12 months due to 
chemical environment

No further actions identified

0

CA 53 Loss of 
Containment

Mechanical 
failure

Flightbar or component 
drops into solution

Chemicals over-tops the tank into bund. 
Splashing of chemicals. Spillage retained 
within building 

1. Lids have position sensors 
to confirm in correct position 
releative to the transporter 0

CA 54 Loss of 
Containment

Mechanical 
failure / Human 

Error

Lid only partially open – 
transporter / flight bar 
impact

Precursor to  "flightbar or component drops 
into solution" above or Component falls 
outside tank

None identified None identified None identified 1. Contractor Risk 
Assessments
2. Agreed methodologies (e.g. 
RAMS)
3. Method statements
4. Competance assessment 
(UEC) before contractors are  
employed by BAE
5. Permit to Work System

No further actions identified

0

CA 55 Others Human error Contractor maintenance Various falls & impact damage from contract 
maintenance duties resulting in harm to 
people (predominately the contractors) and 
the environment

1. Raising and lowering of 
flights bars is remote to other 
work stations

1. Light curtain around loading 
point stops movement of 
transporter and loading station.  
2. KMP (Kuka Mobile Platform) 
is automated with suitable 
scanners etc

1. Clearly marked area
2. Audible klaxon whilst load 
unload station moving  
3. Dead mans handle to 
operate station                                                                                   

1. SOPs
2. Trained operators                     
3. Light beams and other 
safety systems on the 
transported are routinely 
tested

No further actions identified

0

CA 56 Others Human error Operator in gangway when 
items unloaded from 
transporter at loading station

Potential crush injury / fatality

None identified None identified 1. Drip trays designed to 
minimise leaks.                         
2. When transporter is over an 
area, no operator can be 
present under a suspended 
load

1. Operators trained in 
chemical awareness                     
2. Gloves worn 
3. Mtce team has risk 
assessment and Dynamic RA 
to avoid this hazard.

1. Confirm that chemical resistant 
gloves are worn when handling the drip 
trays
2. New PFD arrangements appear to 
work OK and these will be replicated 
to make sure we don’t come into 
contact / underneath including 
waterbreakfree and unload / load.  

0

CA 57 Others Design Acid drips / residues on the 
drip tray on transporter 
which is then moved into an 
area where operators may 
work

Contamination of a working area by drips 
from drip tray. Minor injury possible .  

0

CA 58 Abnormal 
Chemcial 
Reaction

Mechanical / 
Electrical failure

Transporter lowers 
compenent into the wrong 
tank

See 'Wrong type of metal put into an 
incompatible tank causing a chemical reaction' 
in Tank Section 

0

CA 59 Loss of 
Containment

Human error At the time of the HAZID, no 
powders additions are made 
on the New Anodise Line

Potential operator exposure and injury              
REMOVED IN 2020 REVIEW, as no powder 
additions made
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Bulk Fill - Veolia bring IBCs of chemicals, hoses, pump, trained personnel. Area is handed over to Veolia under a PTW. Courdoned off, IBCs positioned, pump and hoses connected. Hose into tankis positioned via the blister and secured in position. 

Water level checked as present.First IBC is transferred. Pump transferred to next IBC and repeated. When complete, system is flushed through with water into the tank. Tank is topped up to operating level with water.

P 2 8 2 6 M

E 2 8 2 6 M

P 3 6 3 4 M

E 1 6 1 4 L

P 2 8 2 5 M

E 0 8 0 5 L

Bulk Empty - Veolia bring vacuum tanker, hoses, trained personnel, etc. Hose lowered into tank from transporter and connected to fixed waste line with external connection point to vacuum tanker. 

All connection points are confirmed as 'valve closed, blank/plug fitted'. Line is washed through with water to ensure no other chemicals present and no leaks from the other connection points. Hose manually positioned to remove as much liquid as possible

Tank is jet washed multiple times to dilute remaining chemicals and sucked to tanker. Tanker has capacity for a full tank plus washings. Lines washed through with water before hoses disconnected

P

E

P 2 8 2 5 L

E 1 8 1 5 L

P 2 8 2 6 M

E 4 8 4 6 M

P 2 8 2 5 M

E 1 8 1 5 L

Total Scenarios: 66 Residual Risk Summary

Last Scenario Reference: CA66 Risk to People Risk to the Environment

High

Medium (If ALARP) 34 3

Total Number of Actions: 70 Low 9 34

Last Action Reference: CA65.1 Not Applicable 21 21

Total

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Use of IBCs for bulk fill,  
means it is not practical to use 
different fittings etc. 

1. Bund alarms may trigger if 
mixing leads to overflow.                                                     
2. Draeger gas detectors may 
pick up higher  levels of vapour                            
3. HHL alarm may alert 
operator to a problem. 

1. Bund to contain any 
overflow.                                    
2. Lip extraction to minimise 
loss of gases
3. Lids closed during chemical 
additions to ensure LEV is 
effective.   
4. Anodise bulk fill via the 
blister

1. Trained operators                
2. Clear labelling of IBCs 
3. Risk assessment, permits 
and method statements in 
place for filling which includes a 
check of the correct IBC / 
Tank. 
4. Bulk fill is carried out by a 
competent contractor. 
5. 4 eye check of crrect 
container. 
6. PPE worn during transfers 
and area is courdoned off                                                                    

1. Complete human factors review of 
the tank filling  procedures to minimise 
the potential for mixing incompatible 
chemicals.
2. Consider if this procedure is safety 
critical
3. Ensure that this process is always 
done under a PTW,  which includes a 
visual check by the PTW issuer that 
the correct chemicals and tank have 
been selected.

0

CA 60 Abnormal 
Chemcial 
Reaction

Human error Wrong chemcial added to 
the tank during bulk fill. 
Mixing of caustic and acid 
chemistry in a tank

Release toxic gas caused by reaction from 
incompatable chemicals  (See compatibility 
matrix below)

1. Maximum pump pressure is 
below the maximum pressure 
rating of the pipework and 
fittings.
2. No valves on hose after the 
pump
3. Pressure and flow rates are 
low so hose will not whip 
around if loose.

1. Draeger gas detectors may 
pick up higher  levels of vapour

1. Bund / trench 1. Area is barriered off and 
hoses routed to avoid damage.  
2. Hose is secured to prevent 
slippage out of the tank.
3. PPE worn during transfers 
4. Trained contractors with 
Risk assessment, permits and 
method statements in place 
and PPE
5. Emergency procedures
6. Hoses inspected before use 
for condition    
7. Spill kits

 

0

CA 61 Overpressure / 
Loss of 

Containment

Mechanical 
failure

Overpressure in IBC 
transfer system or Loss of 
containment from hoses , 
joints, seals

Loss of up to 1000 litres of DTE, T, T+, 
corrosives from an IBC / pump / hose causing 
a loss of the contents to the floor. Due to the 
location in the centre of the building, expect 
the majority to be maintained within the 
building (or existing trenches towards effluent)
Potential operator exposure and injury. 
Fatality possible if sprayed with corrosives or 
unable to escape and exposed to toxic fumes. 
Limited environmental effect.

None identified 1. Draeger gas detectors may 
pick up higher  levels of vapour

1. Lip extraction to minimise 
loss of gases
2. Lids closed during chemical 
additions to ensure LEV is 
effective

1. Area is barriered off.  
2.  PPE worn during transfers 
3.  Trained contractors with 
Risk assessment, permits and 
method statements in place 
and PPE
4. Emergency procedures

1.  Ensure that SOP includes a visual 
check by two personnel that the water 
has been added prior to the chemicals 
(this is likely to require contact with an 
operator and confirmation via the HMI) 0

CA 62 Abnormal 
Chemical 
Reaction

Human error Concentrated acids etc 
added to tank during bulk fill 
with no water already in 
tank. Then water added 
leading to violent reaction.   

Heat of 'dilution' leads to steam generation 
and creation of fumes which could harm 
people near by. No environmental hazard

1. Pressure calcs indicate 3" 
line has suitable pressure drop 
to ensure vac is effective at the 
furthest tank.

No further actions identified

0

CA 63 Low pressure Human error Operator (Veolia) closes 
valves in suction line form 
vacuum tanker used to 
empty tanks 
OR
Inadequate vacuum from 
tanker / pipe run too long

Suction applied from road tanker to 
downstream hose, collapses hose (and 
empties it).                                                          
No Significant Safety Hazards Identified

If there is a large opening in 
the waste pipe before the 
vacuum is applied (e.g. valve 
open), it is likely that the line 
from the tank will prime - 
therefore no chemical hazard. 
If the opening is small, it is 
likely to draw air into the line, 
minimising any exit of chemical

1. Draeger gas detectors may 
pick up higher  levels of vapour

1. Waste pipe and valves at 
each tank are located within 
the bund

1. SOP requires all valves to 
be confirmed as closed and 
capped. Water is then flushed 
through and the line re-
inspected for leaks before 
applying vacuum.
2.  PPE worn during transfers 
3. Trained contractors with 
Risk assessment, permits and 
method statements in place 
and PPE
4. Emergency procedures

1. Review SOP to include the 
necessary checks and flush sequence.
2. Koch to supply outlet caps

0

CA 64 Loss of 
containment

Human error Valve left open elsewhere 
on the line waste line.     
Water line connected - 
check all connections.  Flush 
from tank. Tested at tanker. 
Reverse flow. NRV in line. 
Tanker 50'C

Chemical from tank will leak / flow from the 
opening. Exposure of operators to pool of 
chemical. Spillage inside building likely to be 
spotted by operators relatively quickly. 
Potential to syphon if opening occurs after 
priming

None identified None identified 1. Gulley / Trench  will help to 
contain leaks that occur inside 
the building.
2. Connection point is in the 
external chemical delivery area

1. Vac tanker operator can see 
the hose connection point and 
is present during the transfer.
2. Method statements requires 
line connections to be checked 
prior to starting transfers
3. Hoses inspected prior to use
4. Hoses run in areas where 
impact is not expected (e.g. 
vehicles excluded) 

1. Ensure all components in the waste 
line are compatible with the worst case 
chemicals and any substances created 
by interaction of chemicals

0

CA 65 Loss of 
containment

Mechanical 
failure

Hose / coupling fails during a 
transfer. (e.g. hose not 
connected properly, impact 
damage, hose leaks)

Chemical continues to syphon from tank / 
drain from vac tanker until hose is removed 
from tank, tank waste connection valve is 
closed, vac tanker valve closed.  Pool of 
chemical forms outside building (no spray 
etc). Fumes / corrosive burns to personnel. 
Potential for chemicals to enter drains and 
into river

Category

1. New Anodise Line waste 
pipe is not connected to the 
New PFD waste pipe

None identified 1. Bund will contain leaks that 
occur inside the building.

1. Method statementrequires 
that water is flushed through 
the line before and after each 
transfer
2.  PPE worn during transfers 
3. Trained contractors with 
Risk assessment, permits and 
method statements in place 
and PPE
4. Emergency procedures

No further actions identified

0

CA 66 Cross 
contamination

Design Residue left in line after 
transfer which may be 
incompatible with next 
transfer.

Chemical fills pipe upstream of the tank 
connection point and not washed out, two 
tanks emptied at same time. Chemical 
reaction within pipe leading to LOC.
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CHEMICAL DETAILS / INCOMPATABILITY
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Risk Matrices

©2013 HFL Risk ServicesLimited

PEOPLE RISK MATRIX

< 10-7 10-7 to 10-6 10-6 to 10-5 10-5 to 10-4 10-4 to 10-3 10-3 to 10-2 10-2 to 10-1 10-1 to 1 1 >1

ENVIRONMENT RISK MATRIX

Minor Spill

No Effects

< 10-7 10-7 to 10-6 10-6 to 10-5 10-5 to 10-4 10-4 to 10-3 10-3 to 10-2 10-2 to 10-1 10-1 to 1 1 >1

101-200 
fatalities 7

51-100 
fatalities 6

11-50 
fatalities 5

2-10 
fatalities 4

2

Single 
fatality 3

Major injury 

Minor injury 1

108 94 5 6 7

No Injury 0
Severity

1 2 3
Likelihood

MATTE 7Significant  
Offsite on 

Listed Sites 6

Significant  
Offsite on 
Unlisted 4

Minor  
Offsite on 

Listed Sites 5

Significant  
Onsite 
Effects 2

Minor Onsite 
Effects 1

3
Minor Offsite 

Effects

108 96 742 3 5
Likelihood

0
Severity

1

Legend

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Further action essential to reduce the risks to an 
acceptable level within an agreed upon and specified time.
Further action should be considered to reduce the risks as 
opportunities are recognised. Must be confident that the 
No mitigation required but further action may be 
considered to reduce the risks.

HIGH Boundary 
(Offsite Risk)

Further action essential to reduce the risks to an 
acceptable level within an agreed upon and specified time.

Legend

HIGH Further action essential to reduce the risks to an 
acceptable level within an agreed upon and specified time.

MEDIUM Further action should be considered to reduce the risks as 
opportunities are recognised. Must be confident that the 

LOW No mitigation required but further action may be 
considered to reduce the risks.

HIGH

What More Can Be Done?

MEDIUM

LOW

What More Can Be Done?

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW


